Hitting a wall discharging solidified bulk material?

No problem with BLOCK-BUSTER® bulk bag conditioners

Contoured conditioning plates are hydraulically driven to crush and loosen solidified bulk material safely and easily

BLOCK-BUSTER® Hydraulic Bulk Bag Conditioners loosen bulk solid materials that have solidified during storage and shipment, such as hygroscopic chemicals, certain spice blends, heat-sensitive products, and other materials that cannot be loosened by conventional flow promotion devices. Bulk bags can be raised, lowered and rotated to allow complete conditioning of the entire bag through the use of automated turntables and scissor lifts, or electric hoist and trolley assemblies.

Conditioning plates are offered in standard and custom profiles matched to specific materials and bag designs.

See the full range of fast-payback equipment at flexicon.com: Flexible Screw Conveyors, Tubular Cable Conveyors, Pneumatic Conveying Systems, Bulk Bag Unloaders, Bulk Bag Conditioners, Bulk Bag Fillers, Bag Dump Stations, DrumBox/Container Dumpers, Weigh Batching and Blending Systems, and Automated Plant-Wide Bulk Handling Systems
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